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Mag-Clips, Large
This larger clip holds a 100-pair telephone cable
or up to 1-inch diameter tubing. There are also
holes provided to lace additional cords to the top
of the clip.

The amount of direct pull required to separate
both styles of clips from a painted steel surface
averages 15 lb.
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Mag-Clips, Wrap-Around Clasp
The wrap-around clasp easily secures a 25-pair
cable (approximately 7/16" diameter) or a similar
size cable, cord or tubing. The double-magnetic
style has extra clasp-mounting screws allowing
them to hold two cables with the addition of
another clasp. Incorporate either a single or dou-
ble magnet assembly to provide sufficient hold-
ing power.

Direct pull required to separate these
magnets from a painted surface averages 5
lb for the single magnetic style and 12 lb for
the double magnet 

Finished in Chem Film over zinc plating 
Extra clasps may be ordered separately 
Shipping weight: 1 lb

Extra Clasps, Large

Extra Clasps, Small

Double Wrap-Around Clip

Single Wrap-Around Clip
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17260-002

17260-001

17350-000

17250-000
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Mag-Clips, Medium
The medium sized 17000 and 17100 magnetic
clips are designed to hold a 25-pair cable or sev-
eral electrical cords. Keeps cables neat within
workstation areas neat and off of the floor to
reduce the danger of accidents. Nylon cable ties
can be laced through the 4 square holes in the
top of the 17000 series to secure additional
cables.

TYPE 17000TYPE 17000

Clip w/o holes, Beige, Box of 5017100-150

Clip w/o holes, Beige17100-100

Clip w/o holes, Gray, Box of 5017100-050

Clip w/o holes, Gray17100-000

Clip w/holes, Beige, Box of 5017000-150

Clip w/holes, Beige17000-100

Clip w/holes, Gray17000-000

Clip w/holes, Gray, box of 50
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17000-050
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